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1. Introduction

Let G be a finite group and M be a smooth G-manifold. We define
SpanG(M) to be the largest integer k such that M has k linearly independent
smooth G-vector fields. Let V be an orthogonal G-representation space and
let S(V) denote the unit sphere in V. In the case where G acts freely on S(V),
SpanG(5r(F)) (=Span(S(7)/G)) has been studied by Becker [6], Iwata [13],
Sjerve [23] and Yoshida [29]. In this paper, we consider SρanG(S(F)) when
G does not act freely on S(V). Our main results are Theorems 1.1 and 1.2,
which are generalizations of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 in [6] respectively. Our
method is due to Becker [6].

Let H be a subgroup of G, then we write H<G.

Theorem 1.1. Let G be a finite group and let V, W be unitary G-repre-
sentation spaces. Suppose that

(i) dimc V
H=dimc WH for all H< G,

(ii) For each H< G, dim* VH ^ 2k if VH Φ {0}.
Then SpanG(5(Γ))^A-l if and only if SpanG(

Let ξ and η be orthogonal G-vector bundles over a compact G-space.
Denote by S(ξ) (resp. S(η)) the unit sphere bundle of ξ (resp. 77). Then S(ξ)
and S(η) are said to be G-fiber homotopy equivalent if there are fiber-preserving
G-maps:

f:S(ξ)-*S(v), f':S(v)->S(ξ)

such that fof and /'°/ are fiber-preserving G-homotopic to the identity ([6],

Let RPk~ι denote the (^—1)-dimensional real projective space with trivial
G-action and let ηk denote the non-trivial line bundle over RPk~ι with trivial
G-action.

Theorem 1.2. Let G be a finite group and let V be an orthogonal G-repre-
sentation space. Then we have the following:
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(i) Suppose that SpanG(5 f(F))^Λ— 1. Then there are an integer t and a

G-fiber homotopy equivalence

Moreover we suppose that d i m ^ F ^ Λ + l if VH^F {0} for each H<G. Then
there is a G-fiber homotopy equivalence

f: S{Vk®E) — S(Z)

(ii) Suppose that dimΛ VH^2k if VHΦ {0} for each H<G and there is a
G-fiber homotopy equivalence

f: S(Vk®E) -

Then
Here E denotes the trivial G-vector bundle RPk~ιx V->RPk\

Throughout this paper G will be a finite group.
The paper is organized as follows:
In §2, we discuss some preliminary results. In §3, we consider equiva-

riant duality, reducibility and coreducibility. In §4, we consider stunted
projective spaces with linear G-actions. In §§ 5 and 6, we state an equiva-
riant version of the theorem of James. In §7, we prove Theorem 1.1. In
§ 8, we prove Theorem 1.2. In § 9, we give an example.

The author wishes to thank Mr. S. Hashimoto and Dr. M. Murayama
for valuable discussions.

2. Preliminary results

First we shall fix some notations. Let X and Y be G-spaces. Let A be
a G-subspace of X and let a: A->Y be a G-map. Denote by F((X, A), Y; a)
the space of all maps /: X-* Y such that /1 A=a in the compact open topology.
F((X, A), Y; a) is a G-space with the following G-action: if/: X-+Y and

we put

For H<Gy XH denotes the /f-fixed point set in X. The set F((X, A), Y; a)G

is just the set of G-maps /: X-+Y such that / \A=a. Denote by [(X, A)y Y; a]G

the set of G-homotopy classes rel A of G-maps /: X->Y such that/ |^4=α.
If A=φ, we write F(X, Y) (resp. [X, Y]G) instead of F((X, A), Y; a) (resp.
[(X, A), Y\ a]G), for simplicity. If X, Y are G-spaces with base points, then
we denote the set of G-homotopy classes relative to the base points of pointed
G-maps from X to Y by [X, Y]G. The base points are G-fixed points as usual.
For H<iGy (H) denotes the conjugacy class of H in G. Denote by Gx the
isotropy group atΛ E Z and we put
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ho(X)={(Gx)\xf=X}.

For a space Z, we define conn(Z) to be the largest integer n such that Z is
n-connected. In particular, when Z is not path-connected (resp. Z=φ)f we
put conn(Z) = — 1 (resp. conn(Z)— oo).

The following two lemmas are easily seen by the definition of G-complexes
(see Bredon [8] and Waner [26]).

Lemma 2.1. Let f: X-+Y be a G-map of G-spaces such that fH=f\XH:
XH->YH is an nH-equivalence for each H<G. Let (K, L) be a pair of G-com-
plexes and a: L->X be a G-map. Then

U [(K, L), X; af - [(K, L), Y;foa]G

is surjective if dim(KH—L)^nH and bijective if dim(KH—L)^nH—1 for each
(H)<=lso(K~L).

Lemma 2.2. Let (K, L) be a pair of G-complexes and X be a G-space.
Let a: L-+X be a G-map. Then the G-fixed point morphism

φG: [(K, L), X; a]G - [(KG, L% XG aG]

is surjective if dim(KH—L U KG) ̂  conn(Z^)+1 and bijective if άim(KH—L U KG)
^conn(XH) for each (H)<=Iso(K-L\jKG).

DEFINITION 2.3. Let X be a G-space. Then X is said to be G-path-
connected if and only if conn(X i 7)^0 for all H<G.

Let X and Y be G-spaces. We recall that the join X*Y is the space ob-
tained from the union of X, Y and I χ 7 χ [ 0 , 1] by identifying

{χ,y,0) = x, {χ>yA)=y for^eljEY.

We generally omit to write in the identification map, so that the image of
(x, yy t) in X* Y is denoted by the same expression. A canonical G-action on
X*Y is given by g'(x, y, t)~(gx, gy, t). Let V be an orthogonal G-representa-
tion space. We see that

and

conn((X*S(V))H) = conn(Z^)+dimΛ V
H

for H<G. Let /s(1/): S(V)-*X*S(V) be an inclusion map denned by is(kV)(v) =
(- , v, 1). We have the following theorem (cf. [18; Theorem 3.6], [20]):

Theorem 2.4. Let K be a G-complex and X be a G-space. Let V be
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an orthogonal G-representation space. Assume that conn(X^)^0 for each

Iso(K). Then the suspension map

T J : [Ky Xf -+ [{K*S(V)9 S(V)), X*S(V); is(v)]
G

is surjective if dim KH^nH and bijective if dim KH^nH— 1 for each (H) e Iso (K),

where

(2 conn (X*)+l if H=L and F * Φ {0} ,

nH = min conn (XL) if VH+VL ,

{ oo otherwise.

Proof. Let D{V) denote the unit disk in V. We define a G-map

λ: X-»F((D(V)9 S(V))9 X*S(V); is(v))

by \(x)(tυ)=(x, v, t) for J C E I , n e S ( F ) , *e[0, 1]. Consider the following

commutative diagram:

τv [(K*S(V), S(V)), X*S(V); is

r
Λ * ^ [K, F((D(V), S(V)), X*S(V); is(v))f ,

where φ is the exponential correspondence given by

φ{f)(k)(tv) = f(k, v, t) for k&K, »eS(F), ίe[0, 1].

As is easily seen, φ is bijective. Using Lemma 2.2, we see that

X«: X*-+F((D(V), S(V)), X*S(V); {«„)*
is an ^-equivalence for each (H)^Iso(K) by the same argument as in the

proof of Theorem 3.6 in [18]. We are now in a position to apply Lemma 2.1.

q.e.d.

3. Equivariant duality, reducibility and coreducibility

In this section, we recall the definitions of equivariant duality, reducibility

and coreducibility (see [18] and [26]) and consider an equivariant version of

Atiyah's duality theorem. Let X and Y be pointed G-spaces. The reduced

join XAY has a natural G-action induced from the diagonal action on XxY.

For an orthogonal G-representation space V> Σ F denotes the one-point com-

pactification of V and XVX=XV AX is called Σv-suspension of X. We remark

that 2 y is a pointed finite G-complex ([12]).

DEFINITION 3.1. Let X and X* be G-path-connected pointed finite G-
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complexes. Let U be an orthogonal G-representation space. Then a pointed

G-map

is said to be a (U-)dualίty G-map if μΉ\ ΣuB-^XH ΛX*H is a duality map in
the usual sense ([6], [24]) for each H<G.

DEFINITION 3.2. Let X be a G-path-connected pointed finite G-complex
and V be an orthogonal G-representation space.

(i) A pointed G-map /: ΣV->X is said to be a (V-)reduction G-map if
fH: ΣvB-*XH is a reduction map in the usual sense ([3]) for each H<G, and
then X is called G- (V-)reducible.

(ii) A pointed G-map /: X-^ΣV is said to be a (V-)coreduction G-map
if fH: XH->ΣγB is a coreduction map in the usual sense ([3]) for each H<G,
and then X is called G- (V-)coreducible.

Let M be a path-connected closed smooth manifold with trivial G-action.
Let ξ be a smooth G-vector bundle over M. The fibers ζx for xGM are orthog-
onal G-representation spaces. Since M is path-connected, f x does not depend
on the choice of x<=M. So we put V=ξx. Assume that F G Φ {0}. Then T(ξ)
is a G-path-connected pointed finite G-complex ([12]), where T(ξ) denotes the
Thorn space of ξ.

Proposition 3.3. If T(ξ) is G-V-coreducible, then there is a G-fiber homo-
topy equivalence f: S(ξφB1)-^S(KΘB1). Conversely, if there is a G-fiber homo-
topy equivalence f: S(ξ)^S(E), then T(ξ) is G-V-coreducible.

Using Equivariant Dold Theorem (Kawakubo [19; Theorem 2.1]) and
Equivariant J.H.C. Whitehead Theorem (Bredon [8; Chap. II Corollary (5.5)]),
the proof is almost parallel to that of Proposition 2.8 in [3]. So we omit it.

Let ω, ξλ and ξ2 be smooth G-vector bundles over M. We put V=ωx,
WΊ=(fi), and W2=(ξ2)x for xEίM. Assume that FGΦ{0}, Wfφ{0} and
WQ

2 Φ {0}. Then Γ(ω), T{ξλ) and T(ξ2) are G-path-connected pointed finite
G-complexes.

Lemma 3.4. If there are a reduction G-map a: Σv->T{ω) and a cor educ-
tion G-map β: T(ξ1(Bξ2)-*Ίf

wi®w2y then there is a duality G-map

μ: Σ ^ Θ ^ Θ F - T(ξ1)AT(ξ2®ω).

Using Equivariant J.H.C. Whitehead Theorem ([8]), the proof is quite

similar to that of (13.2) in [6]. So we omit it.
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4. Linear actions on stunted protective spaces

Let V be an orthogonal G-representation space and 8R be the non-trivial
orthogonal 1-dimensional ^-representation space. Then 8R®V is an orthog-
onal (Z'2xG)-representation space.

DEFINITIONAL (i) RP(V)=S{eR®V)j(Z2x {e}\
(ii) For m^ky Pk{V®Rm)=RP{V®Rm)lRP{V®Rm-k).

Then Pk(VφRm) is a pointed finite G-complex ([12]). We see that, if
m>k, then for H<G

Pk{V®Rm)H = Pk{VH®Rm),

dimPk(VφRm)H = dim* VH+m-l

and

conn(Pk(V®Rm)H) = dimΛ VH+m-k-ί .

In particular, if m>k, then Pk(VφRm) is G-path-connected. Atiyah [3] identi-
fies the Thorn space of a multiple of ηk as a stunted projective space. As
G-spaces this identification takes the form

T(Vk®(Z®Bm-k)) = Pk{V@Rm).

Let ak(R) (k>0) be the integer defined by [4; §5]. We recall that the group
J{RPk~ι) is cyclic of order ak(R) ([1], [2]). We remark that ak(R)^k for β>0.

Lemma 4.2. Let my n and k be integers such that m = 0 mod ak(R),
n Ξ k mod ak(R) and /z>m^2A^4. Let U be an arbitrary orthogonal G-repre-
sentation space. Then we have the following:

(ϊ) IfΊFPk{V@Rm) is G-U®V®Rm-ι-reducίble, then there is a duality
G-map

(ii) If ΊFPk(V(BRn) is G-UφVφRn~k-coreducible, then there is a duality
G-map

μ2:

Proof. We remark that

k))) = Ί,uPk(VφRm),

First we show (i). By assumption, there is a reduction G-map

a:
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Set

ξ2 = Vk®B"-m .

Since ξχ®ξ2 is trivial, there is a coreduction (G-)map

Applying Lemma 3.4 to a, β, ω, ^ and ξ2, we have a duality G-map
Next we show (ii). By assumption, there is a coreduction G-map

β: Γ ( ϋ

Since m=0 mod ak{R) and m*z2k, there is a reduction (G-)map

a:

Set

ω =

Applying Lemma 3.4, we have a duality G-map μ2. q.e.d.

Lemma 4.3. Let m and k be integers such that τw>&>0. Let V be an
orthogonalG-representation space. Assume that Pk(Vξ&Rm) is either G-V®Rm~ι-
reducible or G-V@Rm~k-coreducίble. Then we have

if F * Φ VH for K<H<G.

Proof. Let K<H< G such that Vκ φ Vs. First we assume that Pk{ V@Rm)
is G-VΘΛ^-reducible. Then, by definition, Pk(VH®Rm) and Pk{Vκ®Rm)
are reducible. It follows from Atiyah [3; Theorem 6.2] that dirr
0 mod ak{R) and dim^F^-j-m^O mod ak(R). Thus we see that
dimΛ VH = 0 mod ak(R). Now we have

dimΛ Vκ- dimΛ F ^ ̂  αΛ(Λ) ̂  k .

Next we assume that Pk(V@Rm) is G-F0Z2m-*-coreducible. Then
Pk{VH@Rm) and ^ ( Γ ^ Θ Λ * ) are coreducible. By Atiyah [3; Proposition 2.8],
we have

Λvk®(ZH®Bm'k)-(ZH®Bm'h)) = 0 ώ J{RPk-1),
A)) = 0 in

Thus we obtain that dimΛ Vκ— dimΛ F ^ Ξ O mod ΛΛ(Λ). NOW we see that
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άimRVκ-dimRVH^ak(R)^k. q.e.d.

Proposition 4.4. Let m, n and k be integers such that m = 0 mod ak(R),

n = k mod ak(R) and n>m^>2k^4 . Let V be an orthogonal G-representation

space. Then the following two conditions are equivalent:

(i) Pk(V®Rm)ίsG-V®Rm-ι-reducibley

(ii) Pk(VφRn) is G-V@Rn-k-coreducible.

Proof. First we show that (i) implies (ii). By Lemma 4.2, there is a

duality G-map

We put U=V(BR1. For s>0, we define a homomorphism

by the following: if/: Ί,sUPk(V®Rn)^sUXveRn~k is a pointed G-map, then

Γs(/>61)([/]) is represented by the composition

1 Λ
-k ^ s U P {

where TΊ and Γ2 are the switching maps. Then we have the following:

Assertion 4.4.1. If s>dimRV-\-m-\-n+l, then T^μ^ is an isomorphism.

The proof is quite similar to that of Assertion 4.1.1 in [18]. So we omit it.

On the other hand, the standard identification

is a duality G-map. We define a homomorphism

by the following: if / : Σ ^ Σ ^ ' ^ Σ ^ P ^ Λ " ) is a pointed G-map, then

F S ( * Ί ) ( [ / ] ) = [/'], where/' is the composition

2*tf 2 Λ m ~ ̂ VΘΛ" ~k J ̂ SU 2Λ W ~x Λ 2FφjβW ~k > 2 5 ί / P (R " *

For ί>dim Λ K+τw+w+l, we put
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Since m = 0 mod ak{R) and m^2k, there is a reduction (G-)map/1: Σ
72"1"1-*

Pk(Rm). Let /2: τsUPk(V®Rn)->τsUτVΘRn~k be a pointed G-map such that
Ds(

v\> Afci)([lΛ/i]) = [/2] As is easily seen, f2 is a coreduction G-map. Here
we consider the suspension map

Let K<H<G such that (sU)H±(sU)κ. Since f/= K0Λ1, we see that F φ F .
Applying Lemma 4.3, we have

(άim(Pk(V®Rn)H) - dim* VH+n-l ,
l y = 2(dimRVH+n-k-l)+l^άimRVH+n-l ,

By the suspension theorem [18; Theorem 3.6], we see that σ^1 is surjective.
Let/3: Pk{V®Rn)-+Ί,v®Rn~k be a pointed G-map such that σ-f([/3]) = [/2]. Then
it is easy to see that /3 is also a coreduction G-map. That is, Pk(V@Rn) is
G-Fθ/2M-*-coreducible.

Similarly, using μ2 in Lemma 4.2, we see that (ii) implies (i). q.e.d.

5. An equivariant version of the theorem of James

First we fix some notations. Let Vk(V) denote the Stiefel manifold of
orthogonal ^-frames in an orthogonal G-representation space V with G-action
defined by

Then Vk(V) is a smooth G-manifold. If d i m ^ F ^ / ί for some H<G, then
we see that

γ = vk(V«)

and

conn(F&(F)^) = ά\mRVH—k—\ .

Let

qk:Vk(V)-»S{V)

send (vl9 •••, ϋΛ) to ^ We remark that gΛ: Vk(V)-+S(V) is a smooth G-fiber
bundle in the sense of Bierstone [7]. We remark the following:

Lemma 5.1. Span G (S(F))^β-l if and only if qk: Vk(V)->S(V) has a
smooth G-cross-section.

Let m>k>0. There is a well-known mapping
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τk:Pk(V®RM)->Vk(V®Rm)

by
T * ( M ) = (en+M-k+1-2(en+m_k+1, x)x, •••, en+m—2(en+m x)x),

where n=dimRV and e{ denotes the i-th unit vector in V®Rm. We see that
rk is a G-map and for H<G

rξ: Pk{V®Rm)H -> Vk{V®Rm)H

is a 2(dimRVH-\-m—^-equivalence (see James [16; Lemma 8.1]). We remark
that Tj: pi(V®Rm)->S(V®Rm) {=¥,{¥®Rm)) is a G-homeomorphism. Let

p: S(Ve>Rm) -* Pk(VφRm)

and

be the natural projection and the collapsing map respectively. For S(V0JRw),
we choose a base point xo£ΞS(Rm-k)(ciS{VQ)Rm-k)ciS(V®Rm)). There is a
pointed G-map M: ̂ ( F φ ^ ) ^ ^ ® ^ ) s u c h t h a t w a n d τ i a r e G-homotopic.
We put

7τ - uoπΊ Pk(V@Rm) -> 5(7072") .

Then p and r̂ are pointed G-maps.

Lemma 5.2. Let m>k>0. Let f: S(V®Rm)->Pk{V®Rm) be a pointed
G-map. Then f is a reduction G-map if and only if the composition

fH
H >S{V®Rm)H

is an ordinary homotopy equivalence (i.e. has degree ±1) for each
lso(S(V®Rm)).

The proof is easy.

A G-homeomorphism

h:S(V)*S(Ru)-+S(V®Rm)

is given by h(x9 yy t)=(x cos(πt/2), y-ύn(πtj2)). In [14], James defined the
intrinsic map

μ: Vk{V)*Vk(Rm)^Vk{V®Rm).

We see that μ is a G-map and the following diagram commutes:

- ^ Vk(VφRm)

k I s '
S{ V)*S(Rm) — U 5(F 0i2 M ) .
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Now we prove the following theorem, which is a generalization of Proposi-
tion 11.5 in [6] (see also Theorem 8.2 in [16]):

Theorem 5.3. Let m and k be integers such that m = 0 mod ak{R) and
m^2Λ^4. // Spanc(S(F))^Λ-l, then Pk(V®Rm) is G-V®Rm~ι-reducible.

Proof. Since w = 0mod^(Λ) and m^2k, there is a reduction (G-)maρ

p: S(Rm)->Pk(Rm). It follows from Lemma 5.1 that there is a G-cross-section

of?*

A:S(V)->Vk(V).

Then we define a G-map

γ: S(VφRm) -*Vk{V®R'n)

by the composition

S(VφRm) ^-+ S(V)*S(Rm) ^% Vk{V)*Pk{Rm)

Vk(V)*Vk(Rm)-^ Vk{V®Rm).

Consider a map

7>: [S(70Λ"), Pk{V®Rm)]G - [S(V®Rm\ Vk{V@Rm)]G .

Since τf : Pk{V®Rm)H->Vk(V®Rm)H is a 2(dimΛF^+m-Λ)-equivalence for
each H<G, it follows from Lemma 2.1 that τk* is bijective. Moreover we see
that

[S{V®Rm)y Pk{VφRm)]G^[S(V®Rm)y Pk(VφRm)]G .

Hence there is a pointed G-map

λ:

such that τfts|t([λ]) = [7]. As is easily seen, the composition

S(V®RT)H -^-> Pk{V®Rm)H -?-+ S(V@Rm)H

is an ordinary homotopy equivalence for each H<G. By Lemma 5.2, λ is
a reduction G-map. That is, Pk(V®Rm) is G-V@Rm~^reducible. q.e.d.

6. A converse of Theorem 5.3

Let m and k be integers such that m = 0 mod ak{R) and m^2k^4.
Let /c: ^Λ'") -> Vk(Rm) be a 1-section of qk. That is, the composition

^ Vk(Rm)-^ S(Rm) has degree 1. For n>ky we define
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θκ: Vk(Rn)*S(Rm) -* Vk{Rn+m)

by the composition

Vk(R»)*S(Rm) - ^ Vk(R")*Vk(Rm) - ^ F4(Λ + - ) ,

where μ is the intrinsic map (see §5). By Theorem 3.1 in [15], θκ is a

(2τz—2k-\-tn—Inequivalence. The following Theorem is a converse of Theo-

rem 5.3.

Theorem 6.1. Let m and k be integers such that m = §moάak(R) and

mΞ>2&^4. Let V be an orthogonal G-representation space. Assume that

(i) For each H< G, dim* VH ^ 2k if VH Φ {0},

(ii) Pk(V®BT) is G-V®Rm-ι-reducίble.

Then SpanG(S(F))^Jfe—1.

Proof. First we show the following Assertion 6.1.1.

Assertion 6.1.1. There is a G-map

such that j0 satisfies the following:

(6.1.2) γ0(S(fO)cFt(i

(6.1.3) the composition

has degree 1,

(6.1.4) the composition

S(V®Rm)H-^-> Vk(V®Rm)H - ? U S(V®Rm)H

has degree 1 for each H<G.

Proof of Assertion 6.1.1. By assumption, we have a reduction G-map

χ':S(VφRm)->Pk(V®Rm).

Let π: Pk(V@Rm)-^S(V®Rm) be the pointed G-map as in §5. We put

X = χΌ(^oχ') : S(V@Rm) ->Pk(VφRm).

Then λ is also a reduction G-map such that

deg(τroχ)* = 1 for all H<G .

We put

% = τ , o λ : S{V@Rm) - Vk(V®Rm).
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We consider a G-map

γ2 =7ι\S(BT): S(Rm) - Vk{V®Rm).

First we assume that FGΦ{0}. Since m = 0 mod ak{R) and m^2ky there
is a (G-)cross-section of qk

Δ: S(Rm) ->

Since c o n n ( ^ ( F 0 Λ w ) G ) ^ dim S(Λ*), 72 and Δ are G-homotopic. Remark
that (S(V(BRm), S(Rm)) has the G-homotopy extension property. We have a
G-map

γ0: S(V®ST) ->

such that γ0 and rγ1 are G-homotopic and yo\S(Rm) = A. As is easily seen, γ0

satisfies our required properties.
Next we assume that VG={0). In this case, 72=ΎG: S(Rm)->Vk(RΓ) is

a 1-section of qk. Therefore we put TQ—'/I

This completes the proof of Assertion 6.1.1.

We put 73=y0\S(Rm): S{Rm)->Vk(Rm)(czVk{V®Rm)). Consider a map

v̂3* [(S(V®RT), S(Rm))y Vk(V)*S(BΓ); i s ( j r ) ] G

Since y3 is a 1-section, θ%: Vk{V)H*S(Rm)->Vk(V®Rm)H is a
2k + m-Inequivalence for each (7ί)e Iso(S(V® Rm)~S(Rm)). Applying
Lemma 2.1, ^7a* is surjective. Therefore we have a G-map

7 4 :

such that 7̂3*([74]) = [7o] a n d fy4|S(jBl*)=/S(Λm). As is easily seen, the composi-
tion

hH γf tff*l
5(F)^*5(Λttί) > 5 ( F Θ Λ T > Vk(V)H*S{Rmy—+ S(V)H*S(Rm)

has degree 1 for each H<.G, where h is as in §5. Consider the following
suspension map

r f : [S(V), Vk{V)f - [(S(V)*S(BT),

Since dim S(F)*:^2conn(FA(F*))+l for each (i/)eIso(5'(F)), it follows from
Theorem 2.4 that τ^m is surjective. Then we have a G-map

γ 5: 5(F) - Vk(V)

such that τ?m([Ύ5]) = [Ύ40A]. As is easily seen, the composition
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s(V)* - ^ vk(vy -iU s(V)H

has degree 1 for each (H)(Ξlso{S(V)). Let K<H<G such that VKΦV*.
Using Lemma 4.3, we have d i m Λ F ^ — d i m Λ F / f ^ ^ ^ 2 . Thus it follows from
Rubinsztein [22; Theorem 8.4] that qk°Ύ5 is G-homotopic to the identity. Since
$k: Vk(V)-*S(V) is a smooth G-fiber bundle in the sense of Bierstone [7], qk

has the smooth G-homotopy lifting property. Using Wasserman [27; Corol-
lary 1.12], we see that qk has a smooth G-cross-section. Now, by Lemma 5.1,
we have SpanG(5(F))^Λ — 1 . q.e.d.

7. Proof of Theorem 1.1

Let V and W be unitary G-representation spaces such that
ά\mcW

H for all H<G. By Lee-Wasserman [21; Proposition 3.17], there are
direct sum decompositions

W=

such that Vi and W{ (l^t^r) are irreducible unitary G-representation spaces
and Vi is conjugate to W{ by a field automorphism of C for l^i<^r. That
is, there are integers n(i)(l^i^r) such that (n(t), | G | ) = 1 and JΓ ί=ψ l l ( l ' )(F f )
for l ^ z ^ r , where ψ s denotes the equivariant 5-th Adams operation and \G\
denotes the order of G. Since ψs+lG]=ψs, we may assume that n(i)(ί^i^r)
are odd integers. Let £ c be the non-trivial unitary 1-dimensional Zg-represen-
tation space. Then SC®V and £c® W are unitary (Z2x G)-reρresentation spaces

j C C

and

c c c c

are decompositions of Sc®V and SC®W into direct sums of irreducible unitary
c c

(Z2XG)-representation spaces respectively. Since n(ι) (ί^i^r) are odd, there
are integers n(i) ( l ^ t ' ^ r ) such that (n(i), 2\G | ) = 1 and »(ί) »(i)=lmod |2G| .
Then we have

for

The following lemma is due to Tornehave [25] (see also [11]).

Lemma 7.1. There are {Z2 X G)-maps
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) ( cc c

c c

for l<^i<^r such that

deg φf = n(i)d*κ>> and deg ψf = ϋ(i)di™

for each K<Z2xG, where di(K)=dimc(Sc®Vi)
κ (=dimc(εc®Wi)

κ).

c c
We put

r: S(SC®V) -> S(SC®W),
c c

r: S(6c®W)-> S(6C®V).
c c

Then, for each K<Z2X G, we have

)*ΞΞ 1 mod 21G \ and deg^oψ^ΞΞ 1 mod 21G | .

(7.2)

Let f/ be a unitary G-representation space and m^2. We define a homo-

morphism

by the following: if / : ^FΦR—^^U®^-1

 i s a p o i n t e d G-map, then Ψ ( [ / ] ) =

Π d e g / ^ (for details see Rubinsztein [22]). By the same argument
> M 1

as in torn Dieck [10; Proposition 1.2.3], we have the following:

Lemma 7.3. Let x^ Π Z be an arbitrary element. Then

Ψ . " 1 1

Proposition 7.4. Let m>k^2. Let V and W be unitary G-representation

spaces such that dimc F ^ d i m c WH for all H<G. Then the following two con-

ditions are equivalent:

(i) There is a reduction G-map

(ii) There is a reduction G-map

g:Ί,wmm~1-

Proof. It suffices to show that (i) implies (ii). Let

[φ : S(SC®V) -» S(SC®W),
J c c

\ψ:S(W)->S(V)
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be a (Z2xG)-map and a G(CiΓ2xG)-map as in (7.2) respectively. We put a
(Z2xG)-maρ

and a pointed G-map

Ψ l = ψ*l 5 ( Λ W ) : S(W®Bm) -

Remark that <p1 induces a pointed G-map

φ2:Pk(V®Rm)-*Pk(W®Rm)

such that the following diagram commutes:

S((εc® V)φ(εR®Rm)) — S((εcc I
( R ) ) (( )

where p1 and />2 are the natural projections as in § 5. We define a pointed
G-map

by the composition

S{W@Rm) -^ S{V®Rm) - ^

-1 U

where dγ and J2

 a r e pointed G-homeomorphisms. Let zr:: Pk{VQ)Rm)->
S{V®Rm) and τr2: P ^ P F Θ J R ^ - ^ ^ Ϊ F Θ ^ ) be the natural collapsing maps as
in § 5. Let

be a G-map defined by the composition

J0l+ S(W®Rm) ^-

Then it is easy to see that

o^o/)* mod 2|G | for each H<G .

Since / is a reduction G-map, we remark that dtg(d1oπ1of)H=-^-l for each
H<G. Let a(H) be an integer such that
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for each (i/)eIso(2 ίΓφΛ?M~1). By Lemma 7.3, there is a pointed G-map

such that deggξ=a(H)\G\ for each (i/)eIso(2P F Θ Λ M"1). We define a pointed
G-map

by the composition

Then we see that the composition

I ^ _!_+ S(W®Rm)H

has degree 2a(H)\G\ for each ( i ^ I s o ^ ® * ™ " 1 ) . Since m^2, pointed G-
homotopy classes of pointed G-maps from ^w®Rm~λ to Pk( W@Rm) form a group.
Then we put

g = ft-Λ'

It is easy to see that the composition

has deg(J 1o7r 1o/)^(=±l) for each (H) e IsoίΣ^®*1""1). It follows from
Lemma 5.2 that^ is a reduction G-map. q.e.d.

Proof of Theorem 1.1. We may assume that k^2. Let m be an integer
such that w = 0modfli(Λ) and m^2k. If SpanG(S(F))^A—1, it follows
from Theorem 5.3 that Pk{V@Rm) is G-FφΛ^-reducible. According
to Proposition 7.4, Pk(W®Rm) is G-^0/2m"^reducible. By Theorem 6.1,

The converse is quite similar. q.e.d.

8. Proof of Theorem 1.2

In this section, we prove Theorem 1.2.

Lemma 8.1. Let U be an orthogonal G-representation space such that
dimΛ UH>ik-\-\ if C/^φfO} for each H<G. Assume that there are an integer
m and a G-fiber homotopy equivalence

f: S((Vk®U)®Bm) - S(UφBa).
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Then we have a G-fiber homotopy equivalence

/: S(Vk®U) -> S(U) .

Proof. First we show that the following Assertion 8.1.1.

Assertion 8.1.1. There are an integer n (^.m) and a G-map

fc S((Vk®U)®B") - S(U®Rn)

such that a restriction

fι\S((ηk®Π)®Bn)x:

for x^RPk~ι is a G-homotopy equivalence and a restriction fλ\ S(Rn) is the natural
projection S(Rn)->S(Rn)c:S(U®Rn).

Proof of Assertion 8.1.1. We put f2=pi°f: S((Vk®]J)®Rtn)-*S(U@>Rm),
where pλ\ S(U(BRm)->S(U (&Rm) is the natural projection.

Suppose first that £/GΦ {0}. By assumption, we see that conn (S(U φRm)G)
^dim S(Rm). Then f2\S(Rm): S(Rm)-+S(U®Rm) and the natural projection

p2: S(Rm)->S(Rm)aS(U®Rm) are G-homotopic. Since (S((^®I/)θiΓ),
S(Rm)) has the G-homotopy extension property, we have a G-map

U S((ηk®U)@Rm) - S(UφRm)

such that/i and f2 are G-homotopic and fi\S(Rm)=p2. We put n=m. It is
easy to see that/i has our required properties.

Suppose second that UG= {0}. Remark that fG: S(Rm)-*S(Rm) is a map
such that (fG)x: S(Rm)->S(Rm) is a homotopy equivalence for x^RPk~K It is
well-known that there is a map h: S(^n/)-^S(Rm/) such that fG

2*h: S(Rm+m')->
S(Rm+m') is homotopic to the natural projection p3: S(Rm+n/)^S(Rm+m'), where
* denotes the fiberwise join. We put

/3 =/2*A: S((^®IZ)θ5W I + w /) - S(UeR>»+m').

Then/3 |iS(gWI+m/)=/3 is (G-)homotopic to p3. By the same argument as in
the case when £/Gφ {0}, we have a G-map

such that /i is G-homotopic to f3 and fi\S(Rm+m')=p3. We put n=m+m'.
Then /j has our required properties.

This completes the proof of Assertion 8.1.1.

We see that/^ induces a G-map

/4: S(Vk®U)*S{Rn) -* S(U)*S(Rn)
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such that the following diagram commutes:

where q is the natural projection. Ύhen f4\S(Rn)=is(Rny. S(R?)-+S(U)*S(R?).
For each (H)<=lso(S(Vk®U)) (=Iso(S(f/))), we see that dim S(Vk®Π)H ^
2 conn(S(U)H)-\-l. It follows from Theorem 2.4 that we obtain a G-map

Π)-^ S(U)

such that/5*l5(ΛH) is G-homotopic to/4. By Equivariant Dold Theorem ([19]),
it is easy to see that

/ = ΛX/5: S(Vk®Π)

gives a G-fiber homotopy equivalence, where p4: S(ηk®U)->RPk~1 is the natural
projection. q.e.d.

Proof of Theorem 1.2. We may assume that k^2. Let m and n be in-
tegers such that 7/2 = 0 mod ak(R), n = k mod α*(i2) and n>m^2k.

First we show (i). By Theorem 5.3, Pk(V®Rm) is G-70JBm"1-reducible.
Applying Proposition 4.4, P^(F0/ίw) is G-FφjRM"Λ-coreducible. It follows
from Proposition 3.3 that we have a G-fiber homotopy equivalence

Since n = kmodak(R) and n>2k, we have a G-fiber homotopy equivalence

The first result follows. The second result follows from Lemma 8.1
Next we show (ii). Since n = k mod ak(R) and n>2k, we have a G-fiber

homotopy equivalence

U S{Vk®{Z@Rn~k))

By Proposition 3.3, Pk(V®Rn) is G-F0iίw~*-coreducible. Applying Proposi-
tion 4.4, Pk(V@Rm) is G-Γ0Λw"1-reducible. It follows from Theorem 6.1
that SpanG(5(F))^fe-l. q.e.d.

9. An example

Let G be a metacyclic group

{α, ft I α* = &* = *, bab~ι = ar} y
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where m is a positive odd integer, q is an odd prime integer, (r— 1, m) = l and
r is a primitive g-th root of 1 modm. Let Zm=ζay<G and let ίh(h<=Z) be
the unitary 1-dimensional ^-representation space with β acting on C1 as multi-
plication with exp (2πh\/^Λ\m). Let Th denote the induced representation
space Ind %m{th) of the ^-representation space th. Then Th is a unitary g-
dimensional G-representation space (for details see [9; §47] or [17]). We put

where (hiy w)=l for l^i^n.

EXAMPLE 9.1. If w^9, then SpanG(S(Vn))=p(2r>, R)-\.
Here p(s, R) denotes the largest integer k such that s = Q mod ak(R) ([1]).

Proof of Example 9.1. Since d i m Λ F M = 2 ^ and q is odd, Span
p(2nq, R)-l = p(2n, R)—l. Thus we have

(9.1.1) SpanG(5(Fw))^Span(5(Fw)) = p(2ny Λ ) - l .

By Becker [6; Theorems 1.1 and 2.2], there is a Zm-fiber homotopy equivalence

/i S{Vp(2n>R)®m)-> S(nt).
R

By the same argument as in [5; II. Proposition 2.2], we have a G-flber homo-
topy equivalence

Since /z^9, we see that dimΛrcΓf ^2p(2ny R) if nTf Φ {0} for each H<G.
Applying Theorem 1.2, we have Sp2LnG(S(nT1))^ρ(2ity R)—\. It is easy to
see that dimc V%=dimcnT? for all H<G. Thus it follows from Theorem 1.1
that we have

(9.1.2) Spa

Combining (9.1.1) and (9.1.2), we have SpmG(S(Vn)) = p(2n, R)-\. q.e.d.

Added in proof. Professor P. May kindly informed me that Dr. U.
Namboodiri has obtained similar results [30].
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